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Invited to 2nd China Open in 2001. Started in Beijing and by bus train and foot  
ended up somewhere inside Sichuan province in the middle of nowhere.
This book is a compilation of images of my travels and explorations in a vast 
landscape culminating in my performance: “Cleaning in China”.
SKP
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First edition limited to 250 numbered copies.
20 copies deluxe limited edition of this book,
accompanied by a signed and numbered multiple by the artist
is available from onestar press
Layout and photos: Skip Arnold
Scanning and production: Louise Jourdan-Gassin
©2004 Skip Arnold & onestar press
This publication was made possible in part with the help of 
Galerie Frédéric Giroux, in conjunction of the exhibition 
held in November 2004.
www.fredericgiroux.com
onestar press
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CHINA
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